
Town of Waldoboro 

Communications and Technologies Committee meeting remotely via Zoom 

Monday, April 5, 2021 

1. Call to Order 

Attending members at 5:40pm start time is Reuben Mahar and Richard Hoffses 

Non-voting member Robert (Bob) Butler is in attendance. 

Director of Planning, Max Johnstone, is attending and recording the minutes. 

 

2. Minutes 

February 1, March 1, and March 15 Minutes were deferred to next meeting. 

 

3. Old Business (ConnectME Grant for LCI/ Storer Mountain) 

Max provided an update regarding some differences that occurred since the March 15, 2021 meeting. Since the previous 

meeting, Charter had brought up that they would provide a match if Waldoboro applied for Finntown, Flanders Corner, 

and Noyes Road to be hooked up by Charter. Charter ensured that their Flanders Corner application would not include 

the portion that is already served by LCI.  

Max said that LCI must reevaluate the cost for the project and contribution since Flanders Corner is no longer getting fiber. 

Max showed the updated application to address any comments from the previous meeting. Bob asked if the LCI application 

should display the same speeds that Charter is doing; Max said that Charter provided most of the language and that the 

language is primarily retail prices. 

For the grant amount, Max showed the different amounts and points it could make. Bob asked if Max thinks the score will 

be favorable; Max said that he is not sure about the grant anymore because there are uncertain factors but many applying 

municipalities are likely to stumble as well. Max thinks Storer Mountain will be favorable because most residents (6/7) 

have provided letters of support. Max asked how much the CTC should apply for; Reuben suggested 50%; Bob said Max 

should choose based on the information he has; Reuben agreed. Bob asked if the residents contributing to the local match 

would positively impact the application; Max said he feels that will complicate the application since it could impact the 

retail price section. 

Max showed the upload speed section with edits from ConnectME to show the potential of the fiber followed by the retail 

offers. The language is not different from the previous meeting. The financial information from LCI is still necessary. 

 

4. Old Business (ConnectME Grants for Charter/ Flanders Corner and Finntown Road) 

Bob asked if Hoak Road can be included in this application; Max said that the funds for Noyes Road (which Charter 

committed to but cannot proceed with due to ConnectMEs classification) potentially could be used but it is not 

guaranteed. Max said that he would envision Waldoboro submitting more grants next round for the last few private roads 

that are not served. 

Max read through the grant application that would be a combined application for Charter. The narrative was provided by 

Charter and only has minor tweaks made to make it sound like it is being submitted by the Town. Max noted that the 

Finntown segment would be the area between the Towns of Friendship and Warren. Max gave the grant request from 

Charter, who suggested separating the two roads in different applications to improve Flanders Corners’ chance. There is 

no issue with having multiple applications from one community; the CTC agreed. Max has also received roughly five letters 

of support from residents on Finntown Road. Charter will need to provide financial information. 

 

5. CTC comments 

Reuben has reached out to Consolidated Communications to speed up the connection on Chapel Road. Reuben plans to 

reach out to Rep. Evangelos and Sen. Maxmin to get a contact. 

Max showed the new piece of equipment that will improve the audio quality at meetings and for people attending via 

Zoom. 

Max wanted the CTC to discuss long-term plans when the ConnectME round is done. Max emphasized that he would still 

submit grants in the future for the roads that are still unserved. Max did not know what the extent of the broadband map 

is and is not sure if there are multiple residents just beyond Charter or LCI, or if it is just lone residents. Bob suggested 

issuing another survey to see if there are any residents without service or want improved service. 



Max mentioned that the Midcoast Internet Coalition is getting a vote from Rockport, Camden, Rockland, and Thomaston 

to form a non-profit regional utility. Max thinks it would be wise to incorporate discussion for the regional utility into the 

survey to see if residents would be interested. Max pointed out in a previous meeting that grant funding is difficult until 

the definitions for served are changed to improve how Waldoboro is categorized in terms of service. Max said that no 

grant means Waldoboro may need to pay most of the cost for laying out the dark fiber. Reuben said he would like to 

investigate all options and is open to reaching out to the Coalition for getting their input for potentially joining. 

Max also brought up the digital literacy from the previous meeting; Reuben thinks that workshop should be after the 

survey so the Committee knows the audience that they will be talking to. 

Reuben recently went to the Select Board to advocate passing LD 920 with recommended changes. Reuben noted that 

Charter has sent a letter to all town managers giving their perspective but believes the change in technology warrants the 

town changing their models. Bob suggested Reuben mail his letter to the State to the local newspaper to get it published. 

 

6. Next Meeting 

The next meeting will be on May 3, 2021 

 

7. ADJOURN 


